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	define('FPDF_FONTPATH',PHPGW_SERVER_ROOT.'/phpgwapi/inc/fpdf/font/');
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        /**
        * wrapper class for FPDF
        *
        * @package phpgwapi
        * @author Lars Kneschke
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	class pdf extends FPDF
	{
		function pdf()
		{
			parent::FPDF();
			$this->SetCreator('eGroupWare '.$GLOBALS['phpgw_info']['server']['versions']['phpgwapi']);
			$this->SetAuthor($GLOBALS['phpgw']->common->display_fullname());
		}
		
		//Page footer
		function Footer()
		{
			//Position at 1.5 cm from bottom
			$this->SetY(-15);
			//Arial italic 8
			$this->SetFont('Arial','I',8);
			//Page number
			$this->Cell(0,10,lang('Page').' '.$this->PageNo().'/{nb}',0,0,'C');
		}
	}
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